Botanical Alchemy

BOTANICAL ALCHEMY AURA CLEANSER
Cleanse your Aura, Home, Healing Room, Office, Family, Crystals

ELEMENTALLY BALANCED
The Aura Cleanser is elementally balanced,
containing equal amounts of Air, Fire, Water, and
Earth. This means it brings balance and is more
flexible than traditional single and dual element
cleansing methods such as smudging, salt and
water, salt and fire, sunlight, moonlight, and
visualization.
When combining the Aura Cleanser with other
cleansing techniques, use the Aura Cleanser first
and then again at the end to take fullest advantage
of all of its sequenced goals.

Aura Cleanser
Flower Essences

SEQUENCED GOALS
Cleanse your Aura and environment twice daily
with our Aromatherapy and Flower Essence filled
Aura Cleanser. Perfect for making decisions, meditating, healing, & after unbalancing events, strong
emotions or stress. Excellent working with clients
before, during, and after sessions. Spray your
environment and power objects before and after
working, client visits, or ‘events’.

SPRAY OR SWEEP
Spraying is the easiest way, sweeping is the
deeper way. Shake bottle gently before use.
AURA: Spray in a circle above your head and allow
the mist to fall through the aura. Breathe out and
in 2 or 3 times. Spray again 15 seconds later.
ROOMS: Mist the room, focusing on areas of
interest. Repeat as often as you feel appropriate.
CRYSTALS: Spray often, or immerse in 5 sprays
per cup of water. (Not for pearls, amber, opals, or
delicate stones, as it includes essential oils).

TO SWEEP: Spread 4 or 5 sprays of Aura Cleanser
on your palms and brush down through the aura
from above the head. Pay extra attention around
the head, the heart, and the chakras. Blocked
energy collects in your chakras, as well as clumps
& bands around the body. Sweep all the chakras
and any dense, hot, or cool areas you find. Add
more when your hands are dry. Trust your hands
and your intuition as the Aura Cleanser opens you
to subtle energies. Breathing out a few times helps
the cleanser facilitate faster and deeper release.

The Aura Cleanser moves energy gently; its
many ingredients give it the capacity to adjust to
your Aura’s needs and to achieve multiple goals.
It works on these goals in a sequenced order.
After it cleans and strengthens your aura, it fills
the space created by renewing life force. Then it
strengthens your connections to your highest self,
earth, & your heart path. Its energy can also be
used for positive purposes, goals, or intentions.
The Aura Cleanser’s gentleness works very well
for children & pets. Start very gently, with a small
amount, to let them gradually get used to its scent
and its energy-moving effects.

LIBRARY OF ESSENCES
The Aura Cleanser’s flexibility & multi tasking
comes from containing a library of 6 Essential Oils,
50 flower essences and 25 gem elixirs that it can
use for differing circumstances & energies.

FLOWER ESSENCES
In 24 years of searching and testing, these formulas
are the best emotional and mental remedies I have
found. Safe and gentle, profoundly helpful, and
extremely complementary to other treatments and
supplements. I whole-heartedly recommend them.
...Craig Wagstaff, Senior Lecturer and Naturopath

A NEW STANDARD IN BOTANICAL ESSENCES:

True synergistic blending for enhanced potency, balance and ease of use
DREAMS COME TRUE Set goals and manifest them.

This blend supports vision, clarity of purpose, assertiveness,
creativity, opportunity, and luck. Take 2 - 4 times daily while
thinking of, speaking out, or visualizing your wish list.

EMOTIONAL TRANSFORMATION Create emotional
change by gently moving out negative feelings and allowing
joy, happiness and self-acceptance to blossom in their place.

FAERIE FOOD Acts as a food for Nature spirits & plants.

underlying negative feelings, actions and results. Sweeps out
the old, brings in happiness. Catalytic but OK to Cocktail.

PERFECT BALANCE Use this formula to help restore the
balance, coordination and integration between mind, body and
spirit. Helps you navigate through life with balance and joy.

PLANT BLISS & GARDEN ENERGIZER Feed your

plants and gardens with this energetic spray.

Provides light seeds to help faeries build, tend to, and then
feed from light-chains. Light chains connect all parts of nature
in an magically alive environment. Spraying where Faeries
live enables them to thrive. Elsewhere it acts as a habitation
renewal agent. Happy Nature spirits create happy, vibrant and
healthy plants.

PRE AND POST OPERATIVE Two seperate formulas for

FORGIVENESS Forgiveness is a very powerful and deeply

SEXUAL HEALING Jasmine and Rose melt frozen emo-

healing achievement. Everyone does the best they can and
forgiving yourself and others, even when undeserved, can help
you move on to a more serene present and a better future.

ATHLETE’S SPIRIT Helps you ground, enjoy your body

NEW PATTERNS Designed to help change deep energies

HEALING HEART Communication, trust, and acceptance

helping you get through minor and major procedures.

RAPID RECOVERY For ‘Burnout’, mental, physical or
nervous exhaustion. This potent blend will restore & regenerate
energy levels and nerve balance. Sip frequently.

tions with their pervasive warmth and release the full potential
of our sensual and loving natures. Male-Female balance is
strengthened by Hibiscus, while Angophora untwists old twisted
ways of seeing things that may not serve you.

and walk your earth path. Connecting Spiritual and Physical.
Reach a new level of performance, intuition and teamwork in
Tai Chi, Martial Arts, Yoga, or any physical activity.

are necessary for a healthy relationship. This blend opens
your heart, helps heal current relationships and past hurts
and disappointments. Help you manifest better relationships.

SUSTAINABLE ENERGY Regenerates and restores en-

BRIGHT MORNINGS Use any time of the day to create an

HEAVEN AND EARTH Create a balanced connection to

TRANQUILITY Designed to quiet the mind and soothe

upbeat, positive attitude. Lifts heavy, sad, or depressive energies
that sap enthusiasm and vitality. Say bye bye to the ‘Blues’.

CALM CHILD Good for calming children after upsets,

anger, or disappointments. Helpful for inner child work, deep
upset and a tendency to feel lost or have tantrums.

CLEANSING FIRE

Long-standing symptoms indicate
underlying emotional or spiritual issues that need resolution.
The energy of this high fire formula cleanses the deepest
recesses of our mental, physical and spiritual bodies to release
the past. Medium Catalytic, follow the instructions.

CLEAR COMMUNICATION This blend clarifies your

both Spirit and to Earth. The more we are connected in a
balanced way to both, the more we can draw in both energies
simultaneously. This leads to more wisdom, peace and success.

HIDDEN ISSUES A powerful blend to bring up hidden, un-

known, or suppressed emotions and memories. Hidden issues
are often indicated by sudden feelings of anger, guilt, sadness,
self-sabotage, addictions and failures. Strongest Catalytic.

IMMUNE ENERGY Psychic protection: Protect your energy

from negative people, thoughts, emotions, and environments.
Strengthens and heals your aura, self-esteem, & self protection.
Great for sensitive people, intuitives, psychics and channels.

thoughts and opens the throat chakra to strengthen your voice.
Thus allowing you to think and communicate clearly “one on
one,” or in groups. Sip before and during communications.

INSPIRATION Stimulates increased imagination & creative

CLEAR SPIRIT Strengthens and maintains your connection

LIGHTEN GRIEF Homeopathic Blend. Cut waves of grief

to Spirit. Opens the higher chakras and enhances meditation,
intuition and guidance. Good for spiritual growth, developing
spiritual understanding, navigating change or loss.

COURAGE This formula dispels the fears and negative

energies. Produces a greater capacity for artistic expression,
creative design & especially problem solving. Cocktails well.

and any strong emotion quickly down to a manageable level.
Helps you release the pain, & allow support to assist you
through the grief or other emotions. Take under tongue once,
repeat if symptoms continue. Do not cocktail.

influences which can weaken your positivity. Enhances your
ability to perceive and overcome your fears. Builds strength,
perseverance, optimism, and postivity. Broadens horizons.

MALE SUPPORT Enhances your inner strength to achieve,

DISSOLVE GUILT This blend helps release negative

MENTAL FOCUS

thoughts, self-criticism and patterns of feeling unworthy. Helps
you accept & embrace your self and feel that you deserve all
the good things that life has to offer. Builds self love.

softens, brings flexibility, self awareness, patience and valuing
other’s point of views. Eases non helpful patterns.

This blend helps improve attention,
concentration and learning ability. Good for study, writing,
problem solving, deeper projects, creating & quiet thinking.

ergy levels by building fire and pointing out unhelpful energy
patterns or leakages in your life. Digest your life experiences.
emotions for deep relaxation and renewal. Helps melt away
concerns while nourishing your sense of inner peace. Develops
serenity and calmness during the day; sleep easier at night.
Eases fear and mistrust of emotions and emotional release.

TRANSFORM ANGER This formula aids in transforming habitual anger into healthier patterns. The flowers in this
blend help you recognize, understand, transform, & release old
anger and resentments. It can help you go below the anger to
perceive and heal the deeper underlying emotions.

TRAUMA

Speeds healing from emotional or physical
trauma, old emotional shocks and physical injuries. Cocktail
with Rapid Recovery for physical shocks, and other blends for
emotional shocks. Rebuilds your aura and closes auric holes.

UN-STRESS This formula swiftly turns stress, overload,

overwhelm into clear, focused, positive energy. Balances and
sorts mental and emotional chaos from overload situations for
effortless productivity. Helps your mind prioritise and focus
itself while multitasking. Use at work, after stress, when under
challenge of any sort. Sip frequenttly for immediate effect.

WAY OF THE GODDESS Open, strengthen and stabilize

your connection to the Goddess. Allow Her wisdom and gifts
to flow into your being. Balance and harmonize yourself to
the new paradigm. Receive and enjoy. Walk in beauty.

YOGIC INTEGRATION Incorporate greater spirituality

into your practice. Ground into and love your body. Opens
and cleanses your body’s chakras and nadis, helping to remove
subtle blockages. The resulting inner flow creates more internal
and external progress in your practice and your life.

C O C K TA I L S E T S
Cocktailing of 2 or 3 blends in water, or other
liquid is a very powerful way to get faster results.
Some of our favorite Cocktails are available on our
website in sets of 3 bottles. Sets include:

DOSAGE
Put 3-7 drops of a blend or up to 3 blends in water or
other liquid. Sip frequently for quickest effect. Refill and
recharge an open glass after an hour, & a closed bottle after 3.
Continue sipping several times per day, or as often
as you desire. Follow the specific directions and dosage
tips on each label or use your intuition to find your own
balance with these safe and friendly formulas.
If you are alcohol sensitive use fewer drops in water
that is very warm, and allow the alcohol to evaporate
for 5 minutes. Alcohol free blends can be made to order.

COCKTAILING
The strongest way to use our blends is to ‘cocktail’
several blends at at the same time. You can take
several different cocktail in a day. Wait 5 minutes
between different cocktails. See our Cocktail Sets list
to the left and the Cocktail Sets page on our website.
NB: Do not include ‘Lighten Grief’ in a cocktail.

MADE WITH CARE
Our formulas are lovingly created from the finest
wild-crafted and home grown flowers. We thank all the
plant spirits for their generosity and guidance.

USING FLOWER ESSENCES
FLOWER ESSENCES are some of the most gently

HEALING SERVICES

effective & safest remedies in the natural pharmacopia.
They are vibrational medicines like Homoeopathy and
do not have a scent. They carry the spirit of the plants
and impact your mind, body, emotions, and spirit.
Until recently most essences were single flower
remedies. After years of research into the effects of
combining different flowers, we have created a new class
of essences called ‘Synergistic Blends,’ which have greatly
enhanced potency, balance, and predictability. Easier to
learn and use than single essences, our Synergistic Blends
can address specific symptoms & tendencies and often
help change fundamental patterns of behavior.

Our website has more information about blends,
healing services, and classes we offer, including Feng
Shui, Crystal, Heart, Aura, Past Life, and Lineage
Healings; Soul Path Readings, Reiki, Manifesting,
Liquid-Light and High Potency Homeopathics.

Each dose, even as small as a sip, sends an energetic
wave through your aura, and every wave builds in effect
upon the previous waves. Effect builds by the number
of doses you take, not the size of the dose.
The Dosage Mantra is: ‘It’s not how much you take
but how often you take it.’ Our Formulas are dosage
strength, ready to take in water or under the tongue.

www.botanicalalchemy.com

Stay up to date on information and new products
with our newsletter, Facebook, Instagram or Twitter.

BOTANICAL ALCHEMY
1482 E Valley Road # 502
Santa Barbara, CA 93108
805-962-2747

botanicalalchemy@botanicalalchemy.com
Facebook: botanicalalchemyessences
Instagram: botanicalalchemyflowers/
Twitter:
@BotanicalAlchem

